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Abstract
Recent developments in human-computer interaction technologies raised the attention towards
gamification techniques, that can be defined as using game elements in a non-gaming context.
Furthermore , advancement in machine learning (ML) methods and its potential to enhance other
technologies, resulted in the inception of a new era where ML and gamification are combined. This
new direction thrilled us to conduct a systematic literature review in order to investigate the current
literature in the field, to explore the convergence of these two technologies, highlighting their
influence on one another, and the reported benefits and challenges. The results of the study reflect
the various usage of this confluence, mainly in, learning and educational activities, personalizing
gamification to the users, behavioral change efforts, adapting the gamification context and
optimizing the gamification tasks. Adding to that, data collection for machine learning by
gamification technology and teaching machine learning with the help of gamification were
identified. Finally, we point out their benefits and challenges towards streamlining future research
endeavors.
Keywords Gamification, Machine Learning, Learning, Personalization, Behavioral Change,
Systematic Literature Review
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Introduction

During recent decades, the significance of human-computer interaction (HCI) increased
exponentially, due to the devasting technological development. Gamification as one of the
approaches to improve this interaction, both in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, has been one
of the new trends during recent years. There are several definitions in literature regarding
gamification, but one of the most agreed upon is the one provided by Deterding et al. (2011), where
gamification is defined as "The use of game design elements in non-game context". Gamification is
progressively becoming an integral part of every computer-human interaction with the goal of
encouraging the engagement of individuals to further support and improve user activities (Xi and
Hamari 2019).
Gamification has been applied in many different domains , one of such is the domain of software
engineering where gamification is involved in software process activities to increase motivation of
participants in software projects (Herranz et al. 2014; Herranz et al. 2015). A more specific domain
is its application in health-related activities (Ahn et al. 2019), where various game elements such as
point-reward systems are used on physical activities for children. From a different perspective, its
application in human-system interaction is also notable, when used to motivate humans to interact
with the system towards the benefit of the system. This approach has been used by
Konstantakopoulos et al. (2019), where a gamified framework is developed for smart building
infrastructure to stimulate occupants to consider personal energy usage in order to be more
environmentally friendly. Other applications are in global climate change (Nastis and Pagoni 2019),
web and mobile applications (Zichermann and Cunningham 2011), to name a few.
One of the principal applications of gamification has been in learning and education, towards
improving learning processes and their outcomes (Codish and Ravid 2015; Caporarello et al. 2019).
Whether it is a business training, school learning or personal life learning context, gamification has
been applied to improve participation, engagement, continuity, or evaluation of the learning
materials. In the Gamification 2020 report provided by Gartner, it is predicted that improved
versions of gamification with recent technologies such as machine learning will have a significant
impact on different levels of learning platforms. i.e. personal development, organization’s employee
learning, and higher education (Gartner 2012). In fact, The effects of gamified learning activities
have shown to be promising in many studies (de Sousa Borges et al. 2014), but the challenge has
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always been about its level of effectiveness. As discussed by Caporarello et al. (2019) recently, the
focus of effectiveness is mostly on changing the attitude, behavior and knowledge level of the
audience. However, the extent to which these goals have been achieved is limited.
On the other hand, there is an increasing amount of data in learning and education systems
collected through various channels and methods that need to be transformed into some type of
information and analytics for future decision-making activities (Abu Saa et al. 2019; Sin and Muthu
2015). In this context, machine learning can be used as a set of techniques and practices that utilizes
the power of data, in order to create machine programs that empower humans with valuable
information for various decision-making and analysis tasks. Machine learning is defined in different
ways by various authors. Brett Lantz in his book defined machine learning as the process of
developing computer algorithms for transforming data into intelligence (Lantz 2015). Kuhn and
Johnson believe that machine learning can be interchangeably called as predictive modeling which
in turn can also be described as the process of developing a mathematical tool or model that generates
an accurate prediction (Kuhn and Johnson 2013). As another definition, we can refer to an older
definition given by Michalski et al. (1983), in which they stated that the study and computer
modeling of learning processes in their multiple manifestations constitutes the subject matter of
machine learning. It can be seen that, each of the definitions demonstrates a different viewpoint.
Machine learning, as a powerful analytical tool, has been investigated by many researchers to
ameliorate various aspects of learning processes (Monterrat et al. 2015; Khoshkangini et al. 2017;
Lopez and Tucker 2018), where it is also called as learning analytics (Seufert et al. 2019). In fact, it
has been used extensively in various fields and approaches in the industry alike. As reported by
Gartner, 37% of organizations have implemented artificial intelligence (AI) in some form, by 2019
(Gartner 2019). Nevertheless, the utilization of this potential was not of much attention to the HCI
researchers, because of the high level of knowledge and skills it requires to develop a machine
learning model that works efficiently and reliably (Holzinger 2013). However, an increasing interest
has been noticed in using machine learning models to optimize gamified learning platforms in recent
years. Despite this increasing interest, the developments have been very limited in terms of machine
learning concepts and hence, a clear gap can be seen in this era.
Overall, machine learning methods have been used to improve the performance of gamified tasks.
In this regard, the fact that personalized adaptive gamification has the potential to enhance
individuals' motivation and performance, especially in learning platforms, raises the application of
machine learning. Machine learning can tailor the gamified interactions and dynamically configure
the interaction parameters. literature presents many instances of this application (Monterrat et al.
2014; Knutas et al. 2017; Lopez and Tucker 2018). Another utilization of machine learning and
gamification in learning activities is developing some type of automatic tutoring of the learner
through analyzing user interactions and providing proper guidance with the help of gamification
(Dalmazzo and Ramirez 2017).
Furthermore, gamification and machine learning can also be used cooperatively to enhance the
effect of one another towards a predefined task. For example, in the context of behavioral change,
dynamically changing gamified interactions can encourage users to interact with the system in a
sustainable manner (Di Lena et al. 2017). Additionally, gamification and machine learning intersect
each other in different ways both in academia and industry. There have been several attempts to
utilize game design elements to optimize machine learning processes. One of such attempts is
gamifying the process of data labeling, where game elements are used to increase the affordances of
users to participate in the process (L’Heureux et al. 2017), so-called crowdsourcing.
Screening through literature, it can be concluded that, to the best of our knowledge there are no
systematic literature reviews available that investigate the intersection of gamification and machine
learning. However, there are plenty of papers focused on reviewing gamification studies,
specifically, reviews of the works carried out in various applications of gamification, where
gamification of learning platforms has shown to be increasingly interesting because of its
effectiveness. Other works in this context are the attempts toward incorporating these two
approaches to achieve an improved result in a specific task, where machine learning methods and
gamification have been used together in such a way that one benefits from the other. The direction
towards which this incorporation took place differs per each work. Therefore, there are plenty of
works that deployed machine learning methods to improve gamified tasks and in contrast, others
utilized gamification elements to help machine learning practices.
Bearing in mind the aforementioned ideas, the focus of this study is to identify and analyze the
convergence of gamification and machine learning, with a rigor focus of its application in learning
environments, and to investigate the effect of this convergence over the two technologies. The
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) defined the term convergence as the merging of
distinct technologies, processing, or devices into a unified whole that creates a host of new pathway
and opportunities. This is then elaborated as coming together of different fields of study, through
collaboration among research groups and the integration of approaches that were originally viewed
as distinct and potentially contradictory (Sharp et al. 2011). This is where, the convergence of
machine learning and gamification as two distinct technologies related to two distinct research
groups of Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction is raised. MIT also referred to
convergence as the blueprint for innovation, which leads to a new integrated approach for achieving
advances. These advancements can emerge in both the technologies of machine learning and
gamification, transforming them from two distinct practices into a unified whole. Although many
researchers and practitioners are utilizing these two technologies together, it is required to outline
their convergence in order to increase coordination, productivity, and innovation.
Hence, a systematic literature review is carried out in this context. This work aims to provide a
comprehensive overview of works carried out towards incorporating gamification and machine
learning to benefit from the advantages of both. The scope of this research is based on systematic
literature review studies in software engineering, as given in the literature.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, presents the research methodology,
where it is described how the systematic literature review was planned and conducted. In section 3,
the threats of validity to this research activity are being presented, followed by the results and
analysis of the study, answering the desired research questions in section 4. The conclusions of the
study are presented in section 5, pointing out the potential future challenges and directions.

2

Research Methodology

2.1

Motivation

According to the literature, there are many studies incorporating gamification concepts with machine
learning methods. Although, to the best of our knowledge there is no literature review available to
investigate the path taken in this connection up to now and the prospective future works. Therefore,
this study aims to develop a clear insight into the field, to facilitate the understanding of the current
state-of-art and identify potentials for future research.
2.2

Research Methods

The research methodology of this study is based on the general guideline of a Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) in software engineering provided by Kitchenham and Charters (2004). They defined
an SLR as “A means of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a
particular research question, or topic area, or phenomenon of interest”. We carried out the steps
proposed by Kitchenham and Charters guideline, being (1) Identifying the need for study, (2)
Defining the review protocol, (3) Identifying and selecting the primary researches, (4) Assessing the
quality of studies, and (5) Conducting the data extraction. Therefore, the goal of performing a
systematic literature review is to achieve an overview of the state of the question by identifying,
evaluating and interpreting relevant studies in the field of interest.
2.3

Planning

Planning of the research comprises the identification of the need for the study and developing a
review protocol.
2.3.1

Need for the review

The objective of this study is to conduct a comprehensive research investigation on the convergence
of gamification and machine learning and hence a systematic literature review is performed. This
goal can participate in summarizing the existing evidence of the topic in order to identify any gaps
and expectantly providing a framework for future research in the field.
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2.3.2

Developing a protocol

To achieve this goal, the study begins by defining an SLR protocol that includes the rationale behind
the research, research questions, search strategy, study selection criteria, procedures, study quality
assessment checklist and procedures, data extraction strategy and synthesis of the extracted data.
2.4

Research Questions

We have established the research questions for the study based on the main goal of this systematic
literature review, which is to determine insight into the research field and research categories, along
with the respected outcomes that have been provided in the topic of gamification and machine
learning confluences. Furthermore, the study tends to highlight the existing evidence, gaps and
future path for the field. It is then possible to formulate the research questions in the following
manner:
1. What is the reported usage of machine learning in gamification?
2. What is the reported usage of Gamification in Machine Learning?
3. What are the reported effects of using Gamification over Machine Learning?
4. Which aspects of Gamification are affected by machine learning?
5. What are the benefits and challenges in connection with the combination of machine learning and
gamification?
2.5
2.5.1

Search strategy and resources
Search String

In this systematic review, we first developed a search string to extract the related primary studies to
the topic under consideration. In order to create the search string, we first initiated the search with a
broad search string aligned with the RQs using keyword derivation. After this, we ran several pilot
searches and modified some of the terms in the string. As a result, a general search string is produced
which is used in every publication channel.
In this regard, we decided on two broad search terms, namely, “Gamification” and “Machine
Learning”. We created the final search string to be as follows: (“Gamification” AND “Machine
Learning”).
The structure of the search term is formulated using the approach deployed by (Brereton et al.
2007), where a Boolean AND is deployed to link the major terms.
Regarding the search strategy to conduct this systematic review, the publication channels used in
this research along with the inclusion and exclusion criteria under consideration during the screening
of papers are as follows:
2.5.2

Search Resources

In this study, we planned to identify and investigate all available literature about the use of
gamification and machine learning along with each other. In this regard, after consulting with some
of the domain experts and analysis of some of the publication channels, we identified a number of
electronic databases related to this research field. We have identified 4 popular publication channels,
namely, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, and Science Direct, that have a special
focus on computer science. There has been a total number of 1302 search result which is summarized
in Table 1. This study is conducted during the spring 2019 and the reflected search results are until
the end of March 2019.
Every paper from the search result was reviewed carefully based on its title, abstract, keywords
and conclusions to identify relevant papers. Papers then have been classified into three categories of
(1) Matching papers, that exactly reflect our topic (2) Somehow related papers that are relevant to
the topic to some extent and (3) Excluded completely irrelevant papers. The outcoming papers then
have gone through a full-text retrieval and analysis based on our inclusion and exclusion criteria.
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Table 1 Search Resources

Source
IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
Springer Link
Science Direct
Total
2.5.3

Number of Search Results
351
294
479
178
1302

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

In this step, we develop a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria to be applied to every research paper
that has been retrieved during the first round. These criteria have been used when the full text of
final retrieved papers has been analyzed, either including a paper in the research or excluding it.
Inclusion criteria:
• Study related to the utilization of gamification and machine learning.
• Study should be published in a peer-reviewed publication channel.

•
•
•
•
•

Exclusion criteria:
Study related to gamification topic but not to machine learning methods.
Study related to machine learning methods but not to gamification concepts.
Study in a language other than English.
Study that is not identified as peer-reviewed.
Full text of the study is not available in the respected source.

2.6

Data Extraction

Every paper retrieved from a resource was first documented and saved in a reference manager
software. A piece of preliminary note is attached to each paper, containing the relevant part of the
paper which made the study adhere to the inclusion criteria. Then, every paper was gone through a
secondary analysis and a data extraction form have been created, in which all the findings and
information of each paper was recorded. From every paper, 7 types of data were extracted and
recorded in Excel, as given in Table 2.
The process of data extraction took place in three stages: Firstly, a primary analysis was carried
out to collect the standard information and inclusion-exclusion criteria types of data, and secondly,
a more careful examination over each of the papers were performed to collect the research question
addressing level, answers to research questions and specific machine learning and gamification
related data. Finally, in the third round of selection, the study quality assessment type of data was
collected to identify papers that have contributed to the field positively. In the following section, we
explain the quality assessment criteria.
Table 2 Types of the extracted data from studies

Type
Standard Information

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Research Questions
Answers to Research Questions

Machine Learning Related
Gamification Related

Data
Title, Authors, Publication year, Journal or Conference
name, Publisher, Paper Type, Number of Citation, Average
Citation per year, Date of Extraction
Language, Peer-reviewed, Exclusion reason
The extent to which each research question is addressed
utilizing a scale from 0 to 1 (RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, RQ4, RQ5)
Direction of the study, Usage of ML in gamification, Usage
of Gamification in ML, Effects of ML over Gamification,
Effects of Gamification over ML, Benefits reported,
Challenges reported
ML Problem, ML Algorithm, Performance measurement,
Accuracy
Gamification element, Improvement measurement, Index
of Improvement
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Study Quality Assessment
2.7

Checklist (Study Type, Bias, Validity, Generalizability)

Quality assessment of the literature

After identifying the studies which are relevant to our review, we evaluate the superiority of each
study by passing each of them through a specific checklist. This process is carried out in order to
confirm the reliability of the studies. The checklist comprises a set of conditions and questions that
verifies the effectiveness of each study for the field. As stated in Kitchenham guidelines
(Kitchenham 2004) based on the Center for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) Guidelines
(Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions 2019), “the quality relates to the
extent to which the study minimizes bias and maximizes internal and external validity”. We first give
every study a level of value based on the Kitchenham study design hierarchy to ensure a minimum
level of quality. The Guideline suggests the Hierarchy of evidence, as presented in Table 3. These
values indicate the level of the quality of the paper.
Table 3 Study design hierarchy for Software Engineering as suggested by Kitchenham (Kitchenham 2004)

1

Evidence obtained from at least one properly designed randomized controlled trial

2

Evidence obtained from well-designed pseudo-randomized controlled trials (i.e. nonrandom allocation to treatment)

3-1

Evidence obtained from comparative studies with concurrent controls and allocation not
randomized, cohort studies, case-control studies or interrupted time series with a control
group.

3-2

Evidence obtained from comparative studies with historical control, two or more single
arm studies, or interrupted time series without a parallel control group

4-1

Evidence obtained from a randomized experiment performed in an artificial setting

4-2

Evidence obtained from case series, either post-test or pre-test/post-test

4-3

Evidence obtained from a quasi-random experiment performed in an artificial setting

5

Evidence obtained from expert opinion based on theory or consensus

The next step is answering the set of questions about the quality of each study. The answer to each
question is calculated on a scale of 0 to 1. Each of these questions is related to either one of the
quality criteria, namely, bias, validity, and generalizability. The set of questions is presented in Table
4. The result of this stage is documented in our final papers list to demonstrate the level of work in
the field.
Table 4 Study Quality assessment questions

Quality
Concept

Question
Number

Question

Selection Bias
&

1

Does the study choose the subjects under study
randomly?

Measurement
Bias

2

Are the outcomes of the study interpreted based on
the subjects under study?

Validity

3

Is the study carried out with a scientific
methodology?

4

Are the methods used well-defined and verifiable?

5

Is there a proper use-case to test the results?

6

Are the results general enough to be expandable to
other situations?

Generalizability

Yes

No

6

The results of the quality assessment process are provided in appendix B. The provided results can
be used to identify the quality and superiority of every paper.
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Threats to Validity

We found that since it is important to clearly present the limitations of our research and the
approaches we have employed to reduce those limitations, in this section, we discuss the threats to
validity based on the following validity threats provided by Petersen and Gencel (2013), (1)
Descriptive Validity (2) Theoretical Validity (3) Generalizability (4) Interpretive Validity (5)
Repeatability. Although the guideline presented by Petersen and Gencel is provided for software
engineering research, we decided to report the threats to validity because we strongly believe that
this guideline is most suitable and adaptable to our research, given that it provides clear
understanding of the treats and practical way of addressing them. Each of these is described and
discussed in the following sections.
3.1

Descriptive Validity

Based on Petersen and Gencel (2013), descriptive threats are to make sure we can describe the
objective/subjective truth accurately. That measures the extent to which the observations are
described accurately and more precisely, in an objective manner.
Authors have minimized this threat using two techniques: Firstly, by using data extraction forms
to analyze the studies in a systematic manner, without missing any significant information from any
paper. Secondly, is the way that inclusion and exclusion criteria were examined for each study. To
overcome this threat, authors used a checklist type of inclusion-exclusion criteria and if any of the
criteria is not checked during the first round of reading the title, abstract and keyword, the paper is
not excluded right away in order to lower the risk of missing a relevant study. Instead, an additional
analysis carried out by screening the full text of the document and its references to find any relevant
information.
3.2

Theoretical Validity

In this section, researchers investigate the theoretical validity which is to identify the confounding
factors and verifying whether we seize what we intend to seize (Petersen and Gencel 2013).
Authors may select only those studies that demonstrate a satisfactory result of combining
gamification and machine learning and ignore those studies that indicate a negative outcome of the
combination. However, those possible negative outcomes can be important for our final research
question that addresses the challenges of converging these two concepts. Furthermore, another
possible threat to this validity is the way the result of each paper is evaluated. We investigated two
parameters: (1) The accuracy of the respective machine learning method used in each study and, (2)
The index of measuring the effect of the deployed gamification. In fact, these two factors have been
reported only, without being used for inclusion and exclusion of a study, in order to minimize the
threat to the theoretical validity.
3.3

Generalizability

The next validity threat is about generalizability, which deals with the degree to which the results of
the study can be generalized either internally, that is within groups and communities, or externally,
that is across groups and communities (Petersen and Gencel 2013).
Authors included every study that relates to the combination usage of gamification and machine
learning and additionally those studies that are specific to one of the two, which is either gamification
or machine learning but, the result can later be implemented in the other one. However, since the
topic is to disperse in the sense of the direction towards which one is benefiting from another, there
may be a risk of threat to this type of validity.
3.4

Interpretive Validity

Interpretive validity is about confirmation that the conclusions or inferences of the study are drawn
correctly and in an objective way (Petersen and Gencel 2013).
To ensure the interpretive validity, the data extraction parameters are formulated in detail such
that, investigating the extent to which each paper is addressing a particular research question and
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interpreting the exact answers that each study presents for the respective research question. In this
way, the use of a systematic extraction form reduces the chance of threat to this validity. Moreover,
the assessment of the quality of each paper precisely with the predefined set of parameters may also
contribute to lowering the risk of interpretive validity threat.
3.5

Repeatability

Repeatability validity check verifies that the data collection and analysis approaches along with
instruments used are defined neatly, in order to make repeatability and reproducibility possible
(Petersen and Gencel 2013). However, Petersen and Gencel argued that repeatability or
reproducibility is ensured by addressing the other four main threats to validity already mentioned
above. Consequently, in this study, authors used data collection forms and reference managers to
document every step of the procedure and followed the guideline for performing systematic reviews
by Kitchenham (2004), which ensures the systematic walkthrough of the procedure, ensuring
reproducibility of similar results to this project.

4

Results and analysis

4.1

Number of Papers

The initial result of the research indicated a total number of 1053 papers, out of which 89 were
extracted by reading the title, abstract and keywords. The refining of the paper continued by reading
the full text of the studies, and a total number of 32 studies were selected and used as the basis for
this SLR. Table 5 shows the number of initial results along with a final number of extracted papers.
After the data extraction phase, all of the studies have been given a unique identification number to
enable easier referencing for further analysis. In the rest of this paper, the studies are referred to as
in the form of their identity key from (S1) to (S32), presented in appendixes.
Table 5 Number of studies selected

Source

Number of Search
Results

Number of paper after
reading abstracts

Number of papers after
reading full-text

IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
Springer Link
Science Direct
Total

351
294
479
178
1302

29
47
41
8
125

18
15
6
4
43

4.2

Demographics

In this section, we have present the number of papers based on the two following categories:
1. Number of papers per year
2. Number of papers per topic
The idea here is to understand the age of the research topic in general, and the trends of the subject,
being the convergence of machine learning and gamification. This approach of analyzing the study
topic trends based on literature is also presented and deployed in other studies, such as Kitchenham
et al. (2009) and Sánchez-Gordón and Colomo-Palacios (2019).
4.2.1

Publishing Year

In this part, we present the number of studies distributed by their publishing year. In this systematic
literature review, we have retrieved the data for all the previous years. Interestingly, the first paper
was published in 2014, which shows that our topic of interest emerged recently. In 2018, researches
focused more on the topic by presenting 15 studies, followed by 4 papers published in 2019. The
number of studies per year is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1 Number of studies per year

The above presentation demonstrated the emergence of the topic in last 6 years. After a slight
attention in two years of 2014 and 2015, researches shed more light on the topic in 2016. There was
a noticeable increase during this year, after which the hype was again disappeared. However in 2018
more number of studies worked around this topic that can be due to recent improvements in various
technologies, such as machine learning, gamification, sensors, mobile devices, etc.
4.3

Dispersion of the topics in literature

The next investigation carried out was on the dispersion of the topics. The results show that there is
a considerable amount of studies focused on learning, with 16 papers comprising more than 40% of
the literature.. This introduces the potential of the research topic in learning and education and the
interest of corresponding researchers. Personalization is the next topic that has been the focus of the
studies. One of the major goals of gamification tasks has been to support human behaviors. But the
problem is normally the long-lasting effects of behavioral change stimulants. In this regard, machine
learning has contributed to the customization of the user experience in order to encourage the
continuation of user engagement. The following topic in the list includes studies that focus on
behavioral change. The following interesting topic is crowdsourcing. Interestingly, in these studies
the direction of the convergence was in reverse order, that is, from gamification towards the
improvement of machine learning. These attempts were to improve the participation rate of the users
in labeling the required data for the machine learning training step. Other efforts were summarized
in affective computing, sentiment analysis, health and medical activities, and lowering energy
consumption. Fig. 2 shows this dispersion.
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Number of studies in each topic
Learning
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Figure 2 Number of studies in each topic

4.4

Answer to research questions

In this section, we perform a detailed analysis of the studies based on the research questions. Section
4.4.1 investigates the papers to answer the “RQ1: What is the reported usage of machine learning in
gamification?”. Next section (4.4.2), scrutinizes the answers to “RQ2: What is the reported usage of
Gamification in Machine Learning?”. We then present the answer to “RQ3: What are the reported
effects of using Gamification over Machine Learning?” in section (4.4.3). Followed by the response
to “RQ4: Which aspects of Gamification are affected by machine learning?” in (4.4.4). Finally,
“RQ5: Benefits and challenges in connection with machine learning and gamification?” is addressed
in section (4.4.5).
4.4.1

RQ1. What is the reported usage of machine learning in gamification?

To answer this research question, we identified the papers being in the direction of machine learning
towards gamification. In this context, papers that attempted to use a machine learning technique or
approach in order to enhance and support gamification tasks are identified. Following the
identification of these studies, we further inspected each paper to find out the corresponding machine
learning concept applied.
We have found 3 main areas of application based on which corresponding studies have been
analyzed. These areas are presented as follows: 1. Learning, 2. Personalization, 3. Behavioral
Change. Table 6 shows the goals of the reviewed papers in each category specific to the RQ1.
However, there are papers in other applications that we address in the next research questions.
Table 6 Goals of the reviewed papers in each category

Category

Goals

Learning

Personalized game,
context-specific game-based
application,
adding information to gamification,
Calibrate results from the gamified
task,
Emotion detection,
detection of the user's affective
engagement during gameplay scenarios
provides forecast to motivate gameplay
and give suggestions,

No. of
papers
10

References
(Ghaleb et al. 2018),
(Suresh et al. 2018),
(Lima et al. 2016),
(Psaltis et al. 2018),
(Knutas et al. 2018),
(Barata et al. 2015),
(Stefanidis et al. 2019),
(Palavalli et al. 2014),
(Anparasanesan et al.
2019)
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Personalization

Behavioral
Change

Clustering student based on their
performance,
automatic recognition of player’s
engagement, adjust game content in
order to increase the chances of players
attaining the game’s specific learning
objectives concerning prosocial skill,
detecting left-hand finger selection and
performance in real-time.
Predicting performance by facial key
point,
Personalized game,
context-specific game-based
application,
adding information to gamification,
Calibrate results from the gamified
task,
Emotion detection,
detection of the user’s affective
engagement during gameplay
scenarios,
provides forecast to motivate gameplay
and give suggestions,
Clustering student based on their
performance,
automatic recognition of player’s
engagement, adjust game content in
order to increase the chances of players
attaining the game’s specific learning
objectives concerning prosocial skills,
predicting the future state of charge of
vehicle’s battery at some fixed timeoffset,
Optimizing the challenge selection
process and the evaluation results
within an on-the-field game promoting
sustainable mobility habits.
provides forecast to motivate gameplay
and give suggestions,
Personalized gamification,
Clustering student based on their
performance
automatic recognition of player’s
engagement, adjust game content in
order to increase the chances of players
attaining the game’s specific learning
objectives concerning prosocial skills,
Uses machine learning to recognize
and count stairsteps and targets to
persuade people to use stairs instead of
elevators.
Sounds above 60 dB were extracted
from recordings for snore classification
with machine learning support vector
machine classifiers,
To improve forecasting performance,
predicting the future state of charge of
the vehicle's battery at some fixed
time-offset.
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(Lopez and Tucker 2018),
(Ghaleb et al. 2018),
(Knutas et al. 2018),
(Barata et al. 2015),
(Stefanidis et al. 2019),
(Di Lena et al. 2017),
(Khoshkangini et al. 2017)
(Karaliopoulos et al.
2016),
(Lungu 2016),
(Schäfer et al. 2018)
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(Akasiadis et al. 2015),
(Ciman et al. 2016),
(Goswami et al. 2019),
(Ortiz-Catalan et al.
2016),
(Raptis et al. 2018),
(Konstantakopoulos et al.
2019),
(Di Lena et al. 2017)
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Learning
Affective state recognition is claimed to have an influence over optimization of the learning process
and its outcomes by providing learning interaction, for example in a gamified learning that can be
personalized. In this regard, authors in (S10) presented a method towards retrieving the affective
state of a student while interacting with a serious game learning platform by applying machine
learning (Ghaleb et al. 2018). In this work, the so-called model Theory of Flow is utilized to link the
affective state of the student to the user-platform interaction. This model presents three states of
boredom, engagement, and frustration. A Support Vector Machine algorithm is used to train a
classifier to distinguish between different affective states. Authors have reported precision of 67%.
Hence, the machine learning technique can be applied to predict the affective state of students when
interacting with a gamified learning platform.
In a different scenario, machine learning and gamification can work together to facilitate learning.
For instance, authors in (S11) developed an application in which deep learning and gamification are
used to assist 3-4 years old children to learn generalizing objects (Suresh et al. 2018). They have
used an approach called joint-embedding visual question answering, leveraging on a convolutional
neural network (CNN) and a stacked recurrent neural network (RNN) called long short-term
memory (LSTM). The application of machine learning in this gamified learning platform helped to
extend the learning context by making the game elements dynamic and intelligent, hence optimizing
the learning process.
In a similar effort towards the advancement of learning processes, authors in (S12) designed a
serious game in order to assess the medical student's knowledge level (Lima et al. 2016). Various
diagnostics were simulated through a gamified virtual reality assisted platform. Gamification
features were used to motivate users to work with the system for a longer duration. On the other
hand, a machine learning algorithm was employed to develop a disease classification model in order
to assist the working of the platform. The researchers of this study used the freely available machine
learning API, so-called Weka, which offers a set of machine learning algorithms.
One of the techniques to improve gamified applications is the personalization of the game
elements that will be discussed in detail in the next section. With regards to the learning platforms
along with the adaptation technique, personalization is claimed to be an effective solution as well.
As an instance, authors in (S19) proposed an approach towards systemizing the selection of
personalization strategy with the help of machine learning (Knutas et al. 2018). In their
demonstration phase, they used a CN2 rule induction algorithm to model a classifier to distinguish
between various situations that take place in a computer-supported collaborative learning context
(CSCL), followed by the recommendation of a personalized gamification activity.
Furthermore, assessing student performance while interacting with a gamified learning
environment can assist professors in dynamically changing the learning environment to adapt the
condition concerning student's performance. (S20) proposed a method to achieve this task with the
help of machine learning methods (Gabriel Barata et al. 2015). The authors in this study used the
data from a gamified learning task to perform a clustering technique grouping students’ performance
into different categories, namely, Achievers, Disheartened, Underachievers, and Late Awakeners.
They have used an algorithm called Expectation-Maximization (EM) and claimed that by using this
student clustering technique, it is possible to predict student behaviors in the early stages of their
interaction and hence, an adaptive and smart learning environment can be developed.
The above-mentioned work was focused on the performance assessment of the students while
interacting with the platform to proactively improve the performance of the students, whereas, a
more constructive manner of improving gamified learning platforms is to improve the performance
using an adaptation mechanism. (S21) presented an approach where machine learning methods and
algorithms are applied in order to adapt the game content to specific characteristics of every user,
assisting with the learning process (Stefanidis et al. 2019). They have used a variation of a machine
learning algorithm ϵ-greedy called, ϵ-decreasing algorithm to obtain the engagement profile of the
user.
Last but not least, are some of the specific subject learning platforms that require some type of
machine learning methods to implement a required application. For instance, the work presented in
(S31) is an attempt towards assisting in music education, Air-Violin self-learning specifically,
(Dalmazzo and Ramirez 2017). Authors in this work deployed two machine learning models created
using Decision Trees and Hidden Markovian and developed a fingering recognition model in a
gamified virtual violin platform. The study presented in (S38) used gamification and machine
learning to track child’s brain development and to participate its improvement (Anparasanesan et al.
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2019). Authors of this study provided an approach in which the K-Means Clustering algorithm of
machine learning is used to identify the initial child’s brain status and suggesting a proportional
brain game. The proposed solution starts with an initial evaluation of the child’s brain status and
assess if the current brain development is proportional to the child’s age. Then, a data set is created
from the initial evaluation which is then undergone the unsupervised learning algorithm of K-means
clustering to identify suitable gamified tasks. Various tasks have been designed as memory games,
attention games, games for concentration, and games for response time. The study demonstrates that
ML can be used to provide suitable gamified tasks to particular target group based on their cognitive
abilities.
Personalization
One of the areas in which machine learning was used to optimize the results of gamification was
personalizing the gamified tasks for each user to adapt the gamification aspects. In this regards, the
study in (Teasley 2017) presented that the one-size-fit-all feedback system does not always perform
satisfactory and can have mixed results, and hence a personalized feedback may moderate the
negative effects. Related to gamification, the authors in (S4) used machine learning to predict the
performance of each user and to adapt the complexity of the gamification task to the respective user
(Lopez and Tucker 2018), they used the facial key point data in conjunction with a Support Vector
Machine algorithm and predicted the performance of each user by 76.8% accuracy.
Adding to that, another way of personalizing the game contents using the performance of the users
is by understanding the performance profile of each user and customizing the game contents,
accordingly. Authors in (S20) proposed a technique towards identifying the performance profile of
each user by utilizing a machine learning-based clustering method to personalize the game contents
based on the potential of each user (Gabriel Barata et al. 2015). This approach is also an attempt
towards the adaptation of the gamified platforms that can improve the engagement of the users with
the gamified task.
Therefore, the adaptation of the gamified platform is another mechanism that tailors the game
content with respect to the context’s specific situations. As stated in (Knutas et al. 2018), adaptive
gamification differs from personalized gamification. In fact, adaptation refers to the gamified system
react to different situations, whereas personalized gamification is modifying the game contents
based on users’ specific characteristics. Although, the work presented in (S21), developed a system
called an adaptation manager that is capable of identifying the player characteristics and adjusts the
game contents accordingly with the help of machine learning algorithms (Stefanidis et al. 2019).
However, they have also created some kind of adaptable game scenarios and elements that can be
selected at some specific points of interaction with the game and are offered by the adaptation
manager framework of the system. The adaptation mechanism has two parts, online and offline
adaptation mechanisms. The offline mechanism is used to assist the users’ in-game performance,
whereas the online mechanism is concerned with the level of engagement of the user.
In a different perspective, authors in (S33) considered the problem of personalizing the mobile
crowdsensing processes (Karaliopoulos et al. 2016). They believe that the main concern with the
crowdsourcing activities is to increase the level of contribution of the users. This contribution is
subject to various types of parameters such as incentives provided to users and it’s proportionality
to the practicality of the task. To overcome the challenge of optimizing the task proportionality to
the incentives offered to the users and maximizing the chance of user contributions, authors
proposed a novel approach of using the machine learning technique of logistic regression. They
provided an approach of modeling the past user behaviors in previous crowdsensing applications,
trying to predict the optimal pair of (task, incentive) for the current target. The proposed solution
was evaluated against the real data of an online questionnaire approach to collect user preferences
and the results have shown to be promising in terms of level of contributions. In another effort, (S36)
proposed a machine learning based technique to automatically analyze serious games by capturing
players behaviors (Palavalli et al. 2014). Authors believe that by identifying and analysis of players
activities through a video based technique, it is possible to determine some of the parameters
influencing the learning potentials of serious games.
(S42) carried out a study on encouraging children to do more physical activity using a
personalized gamified feedback system (Schäfer et al. 2018). The machine learning techniques of
SVM and Random Forest are utilized to classify the initial activity level of a child prior to the usage
of the system. The classification models are created by learning over a pre-labeled mobile sensor
data comprising children normal activities. Then, based on the users specific activity class, a
personalized gamified feedback is provided to the users. The feedback system is based on visualizing
the activity level of the user by means of showing an Avatar and a motivating message to the user.
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At the end of each day a bar chart showing the progress of the user is also provided to increase the
awareness. In the experiment conducted in this study, Random Forest outperformed SVM with
higher accuracy and made the personalized gamification task more engaging.
Another effort towards optimizing the engagement of the users in a gamified platform is to
statically configure the game difficulty. Adjusting the difficulty of the game statically is defined as
configuring the game difficulty prior to the start of the game based on previous game play data of
various players. This is against the dynamic adjustment of the game difficulty during the game based
on the user performance. This approach is carried out in the study presented in (S37) by Khajah et
al. (2016). The authors of this study proposed the application of a machine learning technique known
as Bayesian optimization to manipulate the game difficulties. They have distinguished between two
types of manipulations, namely, overt and covert. Overt manipulations are those that players can
feel during the game play, in contrast, covert manipulations are those that are less visible and
includes some aspects of the game that the player cannot distinguish. Authors argued that, the overt
manipulation does not have any effect on user engagement compared to the covert manipulation that
shown improvements in engagement in the experiments they conducted.
Rather than predicting the performance of the users in order to personalize the game content, one
can understand the affect of the person interacting with the gamified platform in different stages of
the game to learn the reactions of the user in different scenarios. This task is called affective
computing and is discussed in a later section. But what is important here is that this approach leads
to personalization, as well. In the work presented in (S10), authors performed a subject-based
analysis to evaluate the adaptive nature of the learning process and highlighting the employment of
interaction features towards creating a customized and personalized learning environment (Ghaleb
et al. 2018). They have presented an accuracy of 74% using a support vector machine algorithm in
recognition of the corresponding affective states.
(S43) is another effort to presented a framework for developing a language learning platform
(Lungu 2016). The study is focusing on learning vocabulary of a new language by combining the
free reading exercises and optimal repetition of learned concepts. The system comprises various
modules. First, a machine learning agent that evaluates the present knowledge of the learner based
on previous interactions of the user with the system. Second, a motivator agent that utilizes
gamification elements to provide suitable feedbacks to the learner in order to keep the learner
engaging with the system. Therefore, setting the feedback dynamically based on users performances
personalizes the user experience and improves the over system efficiency.
Above all of the advantages of personalization, tailoring gamified designs and contents to each of
the corresponding users is not an easy task to achieve. Hence, there have been attempts to simplify
and structure the process of developing personalized gamification. For instance, (S19) proposed a
technique in which personalization is carried out with the help of a machine learning algorithmbased content selection (Knutas et al. 2018). Author suggested that to overcome the difficulties of
selecting personalized contents, gamified platforms can benefit from the machine learning-based
algorithms to automate personalization. Furthermore, this approach may convert the process of
personalized content selection into systematic and repeatable means.
Despite the difficulties of deploying personalization for gamification tasks, it has been one of the
most prominent reasons for applying machine learning methods in human-computer interaction
systems. Authors in (S29), proposed a system in which machine learning is used to personalize a
gamified In-vehicle human-machine interface (Di Lena et al. 2017). In this system, a prototype is
developed that is equipped with a dashboard offering personalized challenges to the drivers based
on their estimated energy consumption that has been found with the help of machine learning
methods.
Nevertheless, verifying a behavioral change success is impractical in the short-term and requires
the long-term engagement of users to be able to judge on the behavioral change attainment. To
achieve this goal, there have been several attempts to personalize the game content in order to
motivate users to continue using the system for a longer duration. One of which used machine
learning methods is (S30) that developed a framework known as Procedural Content Generation
(PCG), which is a solution to sustain the interest of players by tailoring the game contents based on
the specific users' profile and characteristics (Khoshkangini et al. 2017). The framework uses
machine learning methods to improve the challenge selection based on the users’ historical
interactions with the system, eventually recommending new challenges that can be suitable,
according to the players’ profile and characteristics.
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Behavioral Change
Applying gamification for persuasive technologies to foster behavioral change activities have gained
a lot of attention in recent years (Kappen and Orji 2017). Furthermore, promoting environmental
sustainability practices taking from energy saving to pollution control has been the focus of many
studies and researches as well (Akasiadis et al. 2015; Tserstou et al. 2017; Konstantakopoulos et al.
2019). As an instance, (S17) provided a gamified interface to promote renewable energy usage by
residential buildings (Akasiadis et al. 2015). They used machine learning methods to provide a
forecast possible electricity consumption rescheduling, hence motivating residents to take
appropriate action towards the goal of the gamified task. They have trained various regression
algorithms and compared them to choose the best one. They have concluded that Support Vector
Regression is the best for their application, since it trains fast and is scalable compared to other
regression algorithms and neural networks.
Another attempt towards achieving behavioral change is presented in (S22), where authors used
machine learning methods in a serious game mobile application that identifies stairsteps and
encourages people to use stairs instead of elevators (Ciman et al. 2016). This work aims to increase
peoples' daily physical activity with the help of a smart serious game. Authors in this work developed
a mobile application that holds a game that records and analyzes the data from smartphone sensors.
The application also counts the stairsteps taken by the user to provide persuasive game elements.
The task of recognizing stairsteps is a classification problem that is implemented using three
machine learning algorithms, namely, Decision Trees, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Kernel
Optimization of the Margin Distribution (KOMID). KOMD combined with smoothing the data,
demonstrates a better result comparing to other algorithms. The algorithm shows a precision of 91%.
Machine learning-based classification of a phenomenon from the data retrieved from a gamified
user interaction has been simultaneously used as a method in various studies. Serious games
normally are used to provoke users to provide some specific type of data that can later be used for
the desired application. This approach is also used for the intention of some behavioral changes. As
an instance, (S24) used a mobile game application to deliver oropharyngeal exercises to treat snoring
(Goswami et al. 2019). A machine learning support vector machine classifier is used to classify the
extracted recordings of snore from the participants. The authors in this study conducted a
randomized controlled trial over 16 participants with habitual snoring to play the game daily. Results
are shown to be successful after 8 weeks of trial, as reported by the bed partners of all the
participants.
One of the main contributions of behavioral change studies has been towards provoking buildings’
human occupants to use energy more efficiently and effectively. In this regard, gamification
approaches have been used by many researchers to create an interface for occupants to interact with
the energy usage of buildings, hence incentivizing the energy-efficient behavior (Konstantakopoulos
et al. 2019).
Another area, in which being a behavioral change influencer was the study`s focus, is
encouraging Eco-Driving behaviors. As an instance, (S29) fosters Eco-Driving behaviors by
proposing an In-vehicle dashboard, functioning based on machine learning and gamification
techniques (Di Lena et al. 2017). Researchers in this work provided various gamified challenges
based on the driver´s braking style. In other words, the system identifies the user's driving behavior
and predicts future battery usage and offers some choices of battery saving behavioral change
activities. Although the results of this work are still under investigation, it demonstrates to have
noticeable outcomes. Staying in driving behavioral change, the study presented in (S39) developed
a solution for recognizing drivers way of holding the steering wheel and providing them suitable
feedback to provide an awareness that leads to behavioral changes (Raptis et al. 2018). They have
used a Support Vector Machine to identify drivers attentiveness by classifying them to be either as
attentive or inattentive. Finally a gamified feedback system is provided at the end of the driving
session to make the users aware of their steering wheel holding habits. Interviews with the users
demonstrated that drivers are practicing dangerous behaviors during driving that they are not aware
of. This work presented the application of ML to provide suitable gamified feedback to users towards
possible behavioral change activities.
4.4.2

RQ2. What is the reported usage of Gamification in Machine Learning?

To answer RQ2, we first identified those papers with the direction from gamification towards
machine learning. Studies that comprised of using gamification aspects and mechanics in the
machine learning process were taken under inspection in this section.
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Machine learning methods are well known for their power in learning from the data and predict
future values for some desired target variable. However, this process requires a vast amount of
labeled data, and in this regard, gamification aspects were used in combination with a crowdsourcing
approach, extensively by many researchers, to produce labeled data. One of such is (S2), where a
gamification framework for sensor data analytics was proposed (L’Heureux et al. 2017). They used
gamification to motivate users to perform targeted action through the use of gaming mechanics. The
action is in fact, labeling the sensor data which later was gone under a supervised classification
problem by the K-Nearest neighbor algorithm. The authors reported improved sensor data analytics
with 88.6% of accuracy.
In another data collection task, authors in (S8) used a serious game for retrieving data regarding
cognitive neuroscience (Murphy et al. 2018). Their goal was to quantify cognitive aging and
performance in a home situation, where they utilized a game with the purpose to make data analysis
possible by collecting desired data at home. Then, they used Random Forest and Linear Regression
algorithms to analyze the collected data. Other data collection tasks were (S15), where authors
utilized gamification aspects by providing a web game, supporting it with a deep learning algorithm
to create a facial emotion dataset (Li et al. 2016). They reported a classification accuracy of 80% by
deploying the CNN algorithm over the dataset collected through the proposed game with a purpose.
The study presented by (S34) used gamification element of providing users statistics to encourage
users to engage with a mobile application (Urh and Pejović 2016). This application collects and
labels user’s data that is later utilized by machine learning techniques. Hence, the gamification
power of motivating users have been utilized to higher the quality of data collection for the purpose
of machine learning. However, the authors of this study did not measured the increased level of
engagement properly.
On the other hand, gamification and machine learning were used considerably in the learning and
education context. (S3) utilized the power of gamification to improve the engagement of students in
the learning process in teaching them machine learning. Gamifying the learning process to translate
the complexity and technical knowledge of machine learning was achieved in this study
(Sakulkueakulsuk et al. 2018). They reported that students had more fun, engagement and handson interactivity while learning ML. In the same criteria, (S5) and (S7) proposed a game with purpose
with badge and leaderboards of gamification elements to teach machine learning to students through
a gameplay activity. All of these studies gamified the learning process to minimize the hassle in
learning technical contents, especially for non-technical students (Anderson et al. 2014; Rattadilok
et al. 2018).
From a different viewpoint, authors in (S40) believe that gamification and machine learning can
be used together to access users private data (Acharya et al. 2019). They have anticipated that it is
possible to put users into situation of providing their private data unintentionally. To support their
argument they have developed a mobile application that motivates users to play a game which is
getting them into performing particular patterns to collect and create training data tailored to the
user. At the same time, the authentication pattern of the mobile phone is recorded every time user
log in to his phone in background. A possibility that is available in Android devices. Later, ML
algorithms, namely Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression is used to predict the users
lock pattern. Therefore, once again gamification has been used for data collection required for
machine learning activities. However, this time a malicious target have been followed.
Until now, most of the efforts regarding the usage of gamification to assist with machine learning
tasks have been around the data collection and labeling tasks which are considered to be based on
the supervised machine learning problem. However, other types of machine learning problems,
being unsupervised and reinforcement learning can also benefit from the advantages of gamification.
Holzinger (2016) presented the concepts of Interactive Machine Learning (iML), where the human
agents or human-in-the loop can interact with the algorithm and optimize its learning process
through this interaction. Adding to that, he considered the unsupervised learning as an Automated
ML (aML) approach, since there is no human interaction with the learning process, although he
mentioned that, in an unsupervised learning task, the human expert can verify the results of the
algorithms at the end of the ML-pipeline. This is exactly where gamification can participate in
verifying the results and assisting the optimization of the algorithm, however, to the best of our
knowledge, there have not been any studies in the literature deploying this potential. Another
situation is where the gamification is used to help human intervention to label parts of the data which
turns an unsupervised learning problem into another type of ML problem called semi-supervised
learning. However, this is also a topic that is not addressed by the research community as well.
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4.4.3

RQ3. What are the reported effects of using Gamification over Machine Learning?

To answer this research question, we investigated the studies which attempted to use gamification
in order to enhance a machine learning process. There have been several studies in this regard, that
are discussed in this section.
(S7) is an attempt to create a video recommender system in which authors used sentiment
analysis of the user comments about every video (Mulholland et al. 2015). Comments have been
under a machine learning method using Google API to carry out a sentiment classification for video
recommendation. In this context, gamification aspects, namely, badges and leaderboards have been
used to encourage user interaction with the system. Authors reported that using gamification,
facilitated the encouragement of user interaction, facilitating in turn the Machine learning sentiment
analysis task. In the same context, (S10) reported an optimized level of engagement in an attempt to
develop an affect recognition system (Ghaleb et al. 2018). They used machine learning SVM
algorithm in combination with a serious game to identify and classify users' affections. Another
study reporting the same effect of gamification over machine learning is (S16), where a higher
engagement rate through gamification resulted in a higher detection rate of student engagement
recognition in prosocial games (Psaltis et al. 2018).
Moreover, the effect of gamification in improving the prediction accuracy of the machine
learning method is reported by some of the studies. For example, (S9) reported such an improvement
in the application of predicting student profiles (G. Barata et al. 2016). They used gamification
aspects such as points and leaderboards to make early student profile detection possible, which
improves the accuracy of machine learning algorithms. In a different scenario, (S41) introduced a
solution for people with deaf blindness that have combined issues with vision and hearing senses
(Korn et al. 2018). They have developed a system that uses machine learning for object and face
recognition and environmental sensing, which are then provided to the users by means of haptic
communication through smart textiles. At the same time, the proposed solution is empowered by
gamification techniques to be more engaging and joyful for people with these sever conditions. Here,
gamification and machine learning are applied as two separate technologies to provide a beneficial
solution to some specific target users.
To conclude, it can be seen in the literature that the usage of gamification provides the required
data for later analysis with the help of machine learning. In fact, it is the process of gamification that
made machine learning analysis possible. The same is reported by Murphy et al. (2018).
4.4.4

RQ4. Which aspects of Gamification are affected by machine learning?

This research question is in fact, contrary to the previous one and investigates the contribution of
machine learning in enhancing gamification processes. There have been few studies reporting and
considering the effect of machine learning in gamification that are discussed in this section.
In general, the common issue with gamification processes is the fact that one game does not fit
all. This is where various users have different capabilities, preferences, potentials, and
characteristics, and they require the gamification design to be configured for them accordingly. This
is the case when gamification is to be used in learning and education applications. Different students
have different capabilities and characteristics, making it difficult to have a gamified task that serves
all of them equally. Therefore, providing a one-time configured gamified application may result in
inefficient interactions with the users, making it a false effort. In this regard, the main approach that
can be taken into consideration is to personalize and adapt the gamified application with respect to
the user’s characteristics which requires the application to understand and learn the characteristics
of its users.
One of the significant influences of applying machine learning in the gamification context is to
personalize the gamified tasks for the users, as well as adapting gamification with regards to the user
capabilities and domain context that enhances gamification performance to a great extent. (S4)
reported an improvement in the adaptation of the gamification task with the help of machine learning
(Lopez and Tucker 2018). Authors used machine learning SVM algorithm to help adapting game
features and task difficulties based on user performances. They argue that since previous methods
of adapting gamification tasks have not been able to obtain the user's behavior before the end of the
interaction, the level of personalization is limited. Therefore, they analyze the interactions of the
user dynamically and try to predict future performance with the help of machine learning. As a
result, authors also mentioned that this approach can help to understand the relationship between the
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factors affecting user performance and gamified tasks. The authors of the mentioned study, collected
the data of the users’ facial expression to analyze their affective state and to predict their
performances, based on which the game elements should be modified. However, the sole usage of
the facial expression data may be insufficient for predicting user affective state and given the
limitation of users data, it is unverifiable that into what extent the proposed technique is effective.
The distinctive feature of their work is that they used the affective state indirectly to modify the
game design based on user performance prediction, compared to studies that altered the game
elements based on the user affective state directly. Anyhow, machine learning is shown to be useful
for personalizing the game design.
Therefore, the same goal can also be achieved with the help of other techniques such as
identifying the student type or their affective states. Studies reporting the same personalizing effect
with these techniques are presented in (S20) and (S10) by Gabriel Barata et al. (2015) and Ghaleb
et al. (2018). Authors in (S10) developed a gamified engineering course to create a smarter learning
environment. Moreover, they utilized the machine learning clustering task to personalize
gamification by clustering students based on their specific performances. They reported that the
usage of gamification proved rich responses fitted to the characteristics of every student. The study
of (S10) is a well reported example for how machine learning can be used to classify students based
on their performances in early stages of their interaction with a gamified learning platform and
consequently adapting the game features based on that classification. The study shows that how the
grouping of students based on their first year performances leaded to making the game components
more rewarding for those who were showing less engagement in the first year, and hence the
percentage of those dropped in the second year. Hence increasing the engagement of the students
with the gamified platform can be achieved with the help of the machine learning.
(S20) on the other hand, used affect recognition with the help of machine learning to improve the
adaptiveness parameter of a gamified task in a learning environment. In general, the goal of
personalizing the game elements in a gamification strategy for learning and education purposes can
be achieved with the help of machine learning. (S20) presented the application of a serious game in
delivering learning contents to students. Serious games or games with purpose that employ game
design elements for interacting with students are shown to be an effective solution in previous
studies. Given that the user reaction to a serious game can be fluctuating based on user attributes, it
is constructive to identify the user’s feedback in different stages of the interaction and personalize it
accordingly. The effort of this study toward identifying the three user’s affective states of frustration,
boredom, and engagement with the help of machine learning helps the task of personalization to be
achieved effectively.
Other studies reported some specific improvements in gamified tasks with the help of machine
learning as a result of their work. (S12) believes that machine learning can facilitate game content
insertion during the gamification process, which can be seen as an adaption context too (Lima et al.
2016). Authors in this study used machine learning to insert real data into the gamified platform,
hence, optimizing the gamified learning experience. They proposed a method called intelligent
agents to interfere in the gamified learning activity in order to get the virtual learning environment
closer to reality. (S22) presented a serious game where users are motivated to use stairs instead of
elevators to increase users' physical activity (Ciman et al. 2016). They used machine learning to
recognize whether users are taking stairs or not. They believe machine learning makes the process
of gamification to work interactively in real-time. Therefore, one of the applications of machine
learning in improvement of gamified platforms is to provide an advantageous functionality to the
system. For example, the study of (S12) used gamification to classify diseases based on their
symptoms in a medical application. Generally, machine learning has the ability of making the
gamified platform to be intelligent and updated by feeding new data to the system continuously.
This data can be inserted into the system either by a human agent or by the gamified platform itself.
This is the same approach that is also used in (S22) to make the gamified platform changing its
behavior dynamically and in real-time.
4.4.5

RQ5. Benefits and challenges in connection with machine learning and
gamification?

To answer the final research question, we investigated the benefits presented by the papers in
connection with converging machine learning and gamification to achieve a particular task. In what
follows we first provide the benefits of using machine learning for the gamification community,
followed by the benefits of gamification for the machine learning community. Finally we outline
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some of the identified challenges regarding the combining of machine learning and gamification as
a whole.
In particular, machine learning is said to help adapt game features and task difficulties as in (S4),
as well as, providing early student profile detection to enhance gamification tasks as in (S9) by G.
Barata et al. (2016) and Lopez and Tucker (2018). Adapting game features based on interaction
progress and system goals helps to improve the gamified tasks which are only made possible with
the help of machine learning. In other words, this helps the continuation of the user interaction with
the platform that is called engagement, as well as updating interaction contents to be more realistic
and beneficial. Consequently, the predicting power of machine learning can be used to analyze both
the environment and the user data to predict some future events in a gamified platform and adapt the
game context accordingly.
Gamification elements, such as points and badges can be used to increase the engagement level
of users in a particular application. However, other attributes such as users’ specific situations and
their behaviors can also be positively correlated to the level of engagement. Authors in (S35)
proposed a machine learning approach to collectively consider both user attributes and gaming
measures to evaluate the level of engagement in an application of online emotional support system
(Doran et al. 2015). They trained a random forest algorithm to predict the level of engagement over
time, both for old and new members. In this study, gamification and machine learning worked
cooperatively to measure the level of engagement of users in a crowdsourcing application. In
general, early detection of user’s future engagement level can be helpful to prevent users from
leaving the gamified application. This can be achieved with the help of machine learning, by which
user’s activity level in the future is predicted as a supervised learning problem. The study in (S35)
have deployed this application in an emotional support platform and reported positive results. They
also found that gamification elements are positively correlated to the user engagement level. But, it
is also required to verify how generalizable is this approach to other applications, such as a gamified
learning platform that its users require a different level of motivation for continuing their
engagement with the system.
Another benefit of using machine learning in gamification tasks is to automate the process of
personalization, without additional overwhelming effort by operators. The same is reported in (S19),
(Knutas et al. 2018). The personalization of game features based on user capabilities and preferences
has always been significant to improve user experience. This is because game features are normally
designed and developed once and before the exposure of the system to the real environment when
much of the specific user potentials, limits, and behaviors are unknown. Therefore, it is difficult to
design a system that is responsive enough to the needs of all the users.
On the other hand, there are benefits of using gamification over machine learning practices, such
as improved user interaction, facilitating the machine learning-based learning materials, and higher
quality data collection are reported as in (S7), (S11) and (S15), respectively (Mulholland et al. 2015;
Suresh et al. 2018; Li et al. 2016). (S7) used leaderboards and badges to motivate individuals to
interact with the system in order to collect their sentiments. Collected sentiments are later used for
analysis in making an online recommender system. Here, the fact that gamification can add to the
engagement of users is to be used in the context of machine learning-based systems that require user
interactions. This is the case with every human-in-the-loop application, where human cooperatively
work with the machine to either optimize the data collection task for a supervised learning problem
or to verify the results of an unsupervised or reinforcement learning problem. In general, given that
gamification technology basically deals with optimizing the human interaction with the machine,
there is a potential to use it in any machine learning application that requires human intervention to
achieve some tasks. This is where the concepts of interactive machine learning (iML) is introduced
(Holzinger 2016).
Moreover, sometimes the quality of the data collected through user interaction with the system
becomes important. In other words, gamification can enhance the focus of the user while interacting
with the system and higher quality data can be collected especially when the data is to be collected
from the user itself, such as affect recognition, as provided in (S15). In this scenario, the gamification
is used to make the participating users in the data collection task to be more careful about their
progress, hence enhancing the quality of the collected data. This data collection can be both a
labeling task for a supervised problem and feature data collection for an unsupervised learning
problem. This is a great benefit for machine learning community, given that the amount of available
data is limited in many applications, such as in the case of medical applications.
In a different perspective, (S11) provides a learning platform that uses machine learning to
provide dynamic content to users. The authors of this study have combined their platform with
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gamification to improve the overall features of the system. Gamification has been deployed to assess
the performance of the user that can be used for the evaluation of the machine learning-based
contents. Content dynamicity is an important feature for any learning platforms. Different students
have different learning capabilities. Providing the right content to each individual student based on
their interaction with a gamified learning platform improves their level of engagement, hence,
improving the learning process as well.
Regarding the challenges, the papers were inspected for possible limitations of combining these
technologies. There is a very limited number of challenges reported by the researchers, as they are
normally focusing on the strengths of their work in the reports. (S9) argued that the constraints
imposed by the limited datasets are a significant challenge since big datasets are a crucial
requirement for machine learning-based gamified platforms (G. Barata et al. 2016). In general, most
of the applications of machine learning techniques in gamified platforms, were attempts toward
formulating the problem as a supervised learning, which requires a labeled target variable. Although,
considering them as other types of ML problems such as semi-supervised learning can be beneficial
by utilizing the available limited amount of data. For example, in the case of clustering the users
based on their performances, presented in (S10).
On the other hand, the data may be biased as mentioned in (S16), which can result in unreliable
outcomes (Psaltis et al. 2018). Thus, this is important to make sure of the quality of the data. A
biased dataset can result in misleading inferences and the quality of the collected data should be
taken into consideration prior to any decisions. However, it is a challenging task to ensure the quality
of data that is collected through a gamified human interaction.
Last but not least, (S19) reflects that the process of deploying machine learning to personalize
gamification tasks requires ML experts (Knutas et al. 2018), which is a known challenge regarding
ML developments in every field. Although, in recent years development of cloud based machine
learning tools and services, provided the ability to deploy ML methods and techniques much easier
and faster.

5

Conclusion

In recent years, gamification technology has been used to widely optimize human-computer
interactions. On the other hand, the advancement of machine learning approaches results in the
expansion of the studies around the prospective potential of combining these two technologies. In
this study, we investigated the convergence of gamification and machine learning using a systematic
literature review, to inspect every aspect of this phenomenon under scrutiny.
In this line, we formulated 5 different research questions to explore the usage of machine learning
in a gamified application and vice versa, their effects on each other and the benefits and challenges
regarding the combination of these two technologies. As a result, various applications of machine
learning to enhance the performance of gamification have been identified. We have classified our
findings in this regard into 3 different categories, being, learning and educational related works,
personalization of the gamification tasks, and behavioral change efforts.
Within these categories, learning and education related application is the most used area of focus.
One of the main applications of gamification has always been in the learning and education field,
however, the problem with gamified tasks is that they normally do not stay in the interests of users
in long-term. In this regard, there have been many attempts by the research community to overcome
this issue with the help of machine learning and several solutions have been found. One of the
common techniques is to personalize gamified learning platforms. This personalization is carried in
different ways. One of which is to capture users' interaction with the system to understand their
capabilities and preferences and then adapting the gamified tasks based on that. This is also possible
to detect the affect state of the learners during the gameplay scenarios and modify the game
experience respectively.
Moreover, there is the possibility of predicting future user behavior and using this prediction to
provide suggestions to users as a type of motivating element. Machine learning can also help a
learning system to cluster students based on the capabilities and performances so that the gamified
task specific to their needs can be provided to them. At the same time, it is required to assess and
evaluate the level of user engagements with the system, which is also possible with the help of
machine learning and has been proved by various studies. Another important aspect of gamified
learning platforms is to provide context-specific gamified contents to the users. Studies in the
literature have shown that it is achievable to make the gamified applications intelligently choosing
context-specific content with the help of machine learning. Last but not least, is where gamification
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and machine learning advantages are combined to achieve some specific goals such as adjusting the
game content. For example, increasing the chances of players attaining the game’s specific learning
objectives regarding their prosocial skills or detecting left-hand finger selection and performance in
real-time.
On the other hand, the use of gamification to enhance machine learning workflows has been
recognized in some of the studies, for instance, data collection for machine learning by gamification
technology and teaching machine learning with the help of gamification.
Regarding the benefits of the convergence of machine learning and gamification, it has been
revealed that machine learning can improve the dynamicity and intelligence of the gamification tasks
by adding the adaptability and personalization features to the gamified elements. However, the
limited availability of the required data for machine learning methods, and the complexity of
developing reliable machine learning methods remain important challenges of this process.
Although previous studies related to the usage of machine learning and gamification
technologies investigated many possibilities of cooperatively using these two technologies, there are
many cases that are not yet explored. In this regards, many of the efforts have been recognized to be
in the task of gamified data collection for the purpose of a supervised machine learning problem,
however, gamification has the potential to assist with other types of ML problems, namely,
unsupervised and reinforcement learning. Both of which, can benefit from a directed human
intervention to verify the working of the respective algorithm. To be specific, the task of clustering
is mostly an unsupervised learning problem where the results of a clustering algorithm, such as KNearest-Neighbor (KNN), can be coupled with the human agent to verify the results of clustering.
Here, a gamified task can be used to control the human interaction with the machine learning
algorithm to be in the right direction. In a different scenario, reinforcement learning, is the task of
learning by try and error correction. Again, a gamified application can be used for utilizing the
human knowledge to correct the errors and optimizing the generated ML model. This is very much
useful in the case of medical image analysis, where human expertise is required to identify symptoms
and diseases from medical images.
In this study, we have identified the widely used application of these two technologies in
different scenarios, however, the increasing employment of these technologies for learning and
educational purposes opens a new era to investigate closely as future work. Moreover, we found that
in order to quantify the extent to which gamified learning platforms can benefit from machine
learning based techniques, it is required to identify some reliable measures based on which the
convergence of machine learning and gamification can be evaluated. This would be another
prospective future work that should be investigated.
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